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Today’s world is becoming more sustainable and green every day, and
our construction industry is only getting greener with the U.S. Green
Building Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy & Environmental
Design (LEED) building standard and certification process. With the
growth of this popular sustainable building certification program, many
of our clients have brought up questions about how this program works,
what’s involved in the certification process and which program is the
best bet for their project.
In construction, much of our focus is on the LEED BD+C program, or
Building Design and Construction, especially the New Construction
section which takes the lion’s share of certification projects with almost
49,000 projects registered projects. But as the program became more
popular, the need was recognized for additional ratings that addressed
the needs of specific project types that were becoming more and more
common in the standards program. In this guide, we’ll cover the basics
of each of the seven specialty projects that have thus far gained a
unique project rating within the BD+C section of the program.
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What is LEED?
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The USGBC was formed to create a central authority and
standard for green construction, and the council produced
the LEED standard. With the USGBC’s over 12,000 member
organizations involved in 76 chapters across the country
and the LEED standards being used in over 150 countries
worldwide, the standard certifies on average a whopping
1.5 million square feet of community, business, government
and residential structures every single day. There are tens
of thousands of LEED-certified structures incorporating
over 10.1 billion square feet worldwide, showing the huge
gains this program has seen since its inception.

History
As the green building trade began to take off and gain
momentum in the late 1980s and early 1990s, there was
no single standard to judge a building’s environmental
impact or lack thereof. The USGBC was founded in 1993
to promote sustainable and environmentally-sound
design in terms of materials used, construction techniques
and energy efficiency. First unveiled in March of 2000,
the LEED standard has been through several revisions
to perfect the standard, leading to the current version,
LEED v4 which represents the industry’s best green
construction design, building techniques and sustainablysourced materials.

Why does it matter?
Within the past five years, our world’s population has
surpassed 7 billion people, creating a demand on our
resources that has surpassed anything that has come
before it. By using and encouraging smart design, energy
efficiency and construction methods and materials that
stand the test of time, make good use of our limited
resources and focus on a sustainable world is vital to our
long-term survival and our planet’s health. By creating a
benchmark against which structures can be measured,
we can examine and recognize the efforts of developers,
architects, builders and engineers who go above and
beyond to create the best stewardship of our world’s
resources.
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What’s involved
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Unlike the LEED AP accreditation process
we’ve discussed in some of our other guides, the
building certification process involves preparing
documentation rather than gaining knowledge
and taking an exam. Please note that there are
links to the referenced areas of the LEED site in
the Resources section at the back of the guide
for your convenience. Here’s a quick break down
of how the process generally works:
1. You’ll register your project in order to begin
the certification process. The registration
form is available online and you’ll need to
submit a payment, typically between $900
and $1,200 depending on the project type
and whether or not you are a member of
the organization. After this point, you can
use LEED Online, which gives you access to
a number of tools and resources that help
make the documentation and certification
process much easier. It’s also a great place
to gather your team for the project.
2. Get your application prepared. Go through
the LEED credit library so that you can
identify the LEED credits that will work
well for your project. Take a look at the
information resources available and gather
the documentation you’ll need to include
with your certification application. The
LEED online site can also be used to upload
completed documents directly. You’ll want to
take the time to verify that your details are
entered properly and accurately for each
credit you will be claiming.
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3. Submit your certification application. If you
like, you can opt for a split review that looks
at the design credits and the construction
credits separately. You also have the option
of resubmitting your application for a final
review if clarifications are needed in your
application, and there is an appeals process
in place if you feel that credits that are
disallowed do fit the credit description.
4. The certification level is determined by
the review team. Certified buildings have
between 40-49 certification points, Silver
buildings have between 50-59 certification
points, Gold buildings have met between 6079 certification points and Platinum buildings
have met or exceeded 80 certification points.
These levels are general guidelines, and the
Guide to Certification provides exact levels
based on your particular project type. You’ll
also need to pay the certification fees at
this point, generally over $2,250 or $2,750
depending on your membership status, and
are often based on square footage of the
completed project.
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Chapter 3

How is LEED BD+C
New Construction
different from BD+C
Specialty Projects?
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Originally focused on certifying the design and
energy efficiency of a structure when started in
2000, LEED certification has quickly grown to
encompass not only the design and energy use,
but also the materials that came into play and
recognizing the professionals who displayed
advanced knowledge of LEED principles on
the job site. As the program evolved, several
additional programs were added, including
the LEED Accredited Professional (AP), LEED
Operation and Management (LEED O+M),
LEED for Interior Design and Construction
(LEED ID+C), LEED BD+C for Homes and LEED
Neighborhood Development.
As these major programs developed, there have
also been additional subdivisions within each
program. The LEED BD+C program quickly
had sub-programs added in New Construction
and Homes, for the major divisions that formed
early on, but more recent developments have
lead to additional divisions. The residential side
of the LEED BD+C program has been separated
from the portion of the program dealing with
commercial buildings, while adding an additional
division to the residential side to deal with multifamily mid-rise structures. The commercial side
of the BD+C program has split out into several
different sub-programs including data centers,
hospitality, healthcare, retail, schools and
warehousing and distribution centers. Because
these sub-programs offer unique areas of the
standard that are specific to the structure being
completed, we will go into further detail below
as to each sub-programs’ individual differences
both from the main LEED BD+C standard and
from each other, where it is applicable.
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Green Insulation
Options for LEED
Certification
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L E E D B D + C : N ew C o n s t r u c t i o n
Standards and Ratings
The LEED BD+C New Construction & Major
Renovation standard was based on the general
similarities between commercial projects and
goes into great detail to cover many different
areas of potential environmental impact,
including site selection, site preparation and
remediation, material manufacturing and
sourcing, impact on building life cycle, energy
efficiency, waste recycling or disposal, access
to public transportation and many other areas.
This is one of the reasons why this part of the
LEED standard has the highest number of
registrations at almost 49,000, surpassed only
by the nearly 196,000 homes registered with the
LEED process. However, there are specific issues
with particular project types that can be better
addressed using specialty project standards and
rating systems. Started in 2007, these specialty
standards help encompass the vast array of
commercial or institutional structure types to
better meet those structures’ needs.
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LEED BD+C Specialty Project
Standards and Ratings
The specialty project standards cover a variety
of industries that tend to have particular
needs that can often be vastly different than
other industries that can have their needs met
using the conventional LEED BD+C standard.
Hospitals require hard surfaces to disinfect
infectious disease pathogens, schools must be
planned to meet the needs of the students who
will be using the facility, hospitality industry
businesses need to have flexibility in how
many people they serve at any given time while
remaining both cost-effective and suitable to
their patrons’ needs, while data and technology
centers require high security, higher than
normal energy inputs and higher than normal
air conditioning options.

Hospitals require hard surfaces to disinfect infectious disease pathogens

The benefit of having the specialized standard
for that type of structure is that it prevents the
design and construction teams from having to
reinvent the wheel and appeal specific issues
and solutions that have been successfully
handled in the past on similar projects. Because
the solutions have worked effectively in a
number of similar structures, placing the
solutions into a specific standard helps prevent
overcomplicating the general LEED BD+C New
Construction standard with industry-specific
solutions, making it easier for both specialized
industry projects and more general projects to
go through the certification process.
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What are the
different LEED BD+C
Specialty Project
Ratings?
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There are eight specialty project types that
have evolved from the original LEED BD+C New
Construction & Major Renovation standard,
specifically branching out starting in 2006, six
years after the standard was originally started.
In this section, we’ll cover the basics of each
project type and its development history,
where available. This will help you get a feel for
why each sub-program was separated out from
the main BD+C New Construction & Major
Renovation standard and how those changes
may work for your specific project.

Core & Shell
When a structure is being built as a speculative
development or a core & shell building, this
standard looks at the specific properties
common to tenant-occupied structures
while leaving the tenant fit-out to fall under a
different area of the LEED standard system. The
standard takes into account the basic building
elements, including the environmental impact
of the development, the short- and long-term
sustainability of the structure, how well the
building envelope and energy-efficiency come
into play and the systems that are incorporated
into building-level systems such as plumbing,
electrical and HVAC systems.
It was started in 2006 to meet the demands
of project developers and owners who could
not control their tenants’ responsibility for the
commercial interior and how the building was
then operated and maintained. For this reason,
it was specifically put together to work well
with the LEED ID+C for Commercial Interiors
as well as the LEED O+M standards to allow
the tenants to make the structure even more
Leed Certified Building: A Guide to Specialty Product Certification
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sustainable and efficient. There are over 2,200
certified structures and over 5,700 registered
structures currently recorded under this subprogram standard. Much like the retail subprogram below, LEED certification points can be
earned in addressing transportation and parking
issues, how it contributes to neighborhood
development, reduction of heat island effect
and light pollution, reducing rainwater runoff
and waterway pollution as well as an energyefficiency focus that promotes renewable
energy production, green energy and carbon
offsets.

Data Centers
Structures built to meet high technology needs
and data centers have a unique set of issues
when it comes to meeting LEED standards. They
tend to need a high level of security, requiring
heavier materials and more reinforcement to
protect the large capital investment in a very
small area. They require significant energy
inputs to run the technology which is the basis
for the centers’ existence. They also require
significant air conditioning resources to keep the
technology operating at an optimal temperature,
as a large number of high-power computers
operating in a small space generates a great deal
of heat, much more than is typically considered
acceptable for LEED certification that deals only
with occupant comfort levels.

Data Center

When it comes to this level of power and material
consumption in the structure and operation,
standard energy efficiency requirements listed
in the standard may not be reasonable. The
LEED for Data Centers standard is designed
to take these issues into account while still
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holding the rest of the structure up to higher
green construction and sustainability standards.
This allows this type of business to still receive
enough credits to qualify for certification.

Healthcare
Healthcare facilities have a variety of specialty
needs, from surfaces that can be regularly
disinfected to automated doors throughout the
structure to facilitate patient movement. These
facilities are also operated in at least a partially
permanently-open status providing inpatient
acute and longer-term care as well as outpatient
care. Different licensing requirements also
come into play due to the high liability of those
working in health care situations, with strict
oversight by the various licensing agencies.

Exterior view of Methodist Olive Branch Hospital, located in Olive Branch, MS. Methodist Olive
Branch Hospital was the first LEED for Healthcare Gold certified inpatient facility in the U.S.
Photo by Smith Seckman Reid, Inc., attn Lauren Smith

This standard can be used for medical offices,
healthcare education and research facilities and
assisted living homes. It provides more focus on
water efficiency, access to nature and use of
daylight than other LEED standards because
these are premier concerns for the industry at
large and improved patient outcomes. Because
healthcare changes rapidly, major renovations as
well as added facilities and new construction all
come into play in this specialized standard. The
sub-program was started in 2011. Though there
are only 14 currently certified facilities, this is
due to the long construction times of healthcare
facilities due to specialized technologies and
distribution networks within the facility, with
over 296 registered projects underway. Previous
certification under the New Construction &
Major Renovation standard included over 862
certified structures and over 1,749 registered
projects.
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Hospitality
The hospitality industry focuses on shortterm and transitional lodging, whether food is
offered as part of the lodging or not. Because
guests expect or seek out lodging facilities
with specific amenities, such as a pool, laundry
facilities, meeting rooms, convention facilities
and similar offerings. These preferences
can make meeting LEED certification in
several areas of environmental impact very
challenging. To address these areas, the LEED
BD+C: Hospitality standard looks at ways to
reduce waste, improve efficiency and provide
access to public or alternative transportation
options to make up the difference. Looking
into renewable energy production, using green
power and carbon offsets and the reduction of
water waste both indoors and outdoors provide
exceptional options to earn LEED credits in this
sub-program.

Holiday Inn Express San Jose

The industry tends to have strong fluctuations
in occupancy, making flexibility in the number
of guests served and the ease with which the
facility can adapt to these changes vital to
the overall sustainability and environmental
impact of the structure. Because much of the
environmental impact can also occur during
operations, this standard works hand in hand
with the LEED O+M certification process. The
sub-program standard focuses strongly on
improving transportation options including
minimizing parking space and using permeable
paving, having facilities for green vehicles,
reduction of light pollution and heat island effect
and proper management of rainwater runoff to
minimize pollution of waterways.
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Retail
Retail is just plain different. From restaurants
to banks, electronics stores to big-box multidepartment stores, retail spaces tend to be
highly varied depending on the particular
service or product offered by the owner. How
can a single standard fit all that? By changing the
focus. The LEED BD+C: Retail standard provides
a stronger focus on the areas that can be
controlled, specifically the construction aspects,
climate control systems and other physical
aspects. It recognizes the unique challenges of
this type of construction and was developed
with the input of a committee consisting of retail
industry experts, including the impact it may
have on sales, customer satisfaction, the equity
of the brand in question and employee retention.

Starbucks Coffee, Lawrence, KS

.Begun in 2010, the specialty standard has over
738 certified structures and an additional 340
registered. The lower registration numbers are
due to the fast turn-around that is demanded
in retail situations, where any additional time
spent on the project is time where potential
sales are lost, making fast-track projects very
common in this industry. Among the areas where
LEED credits can be reasonably earned in this
specialty are in site selection to protect wildlife
habitat, neighborhood development, access to
public and alternative transportation, green
vehicle transportation facilities and reduced
parking pavement.
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Schools
When it comes to school construction, there
are some key areas where sustainability and
functionality must meet, creating a unique
environment. Classrooms require good
acoustics to encourage learning, safety and
health issues such as hard surfaces that can
be disinfected and mold prevention must be
addressed and the entire facility needs to be laid
out using a master plan to improve performance
while still remaining within a budget that is
often significantly tighter than other potential
structures. Because schools are considered an
investment in our society’s future, they often
held to a higher standard than other structures
and the investment in sustainable schools has
made this one of the fastest-growing LEED subprograms.

Entrance to Dunbar Senior High School (Photo by Joseph Romeo)

Starting in 2007, a single year after the Core &
Shell specialty standard was released, there have
been almost 970 certified structures and over
1,400 registered structures in K-12 institutions
in the U.S., impressive numbers considering
the 2008 market crash and recovery happened
directly after the program was started. There
are also international facilities that are K-12,
post-secondary institutions or other educational
structures that bring the total certified to over
3,650 and the total registered to over 4,800,
making the LEED BD+C: Schools sub-program
very popular. Among common credits that
work well with the school sub-program are
neighborhood development, access to public
and alternative transportation, recycling
facilities, superior indoor air quality and the use
of daylighting to improve energy efficiency.
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Warehouses and Distribution Centers
Warehouse and distribution centers tend to
have relatively high energy use, lower energy
efficiency and health issues for employees.
They are often constructed in areas where
land is inexpensive, but where there can be
a huge impact on the environment due to site
development and lack of remediation after
construction is complete. The LEED BD+C:
Warehouses and Distribution Centers standard
helps address these issues by putting more
emphasis on selecting the proper site, care taken
during the site preparation and remediation
process to restore wildlife habitat, permeable
paving options to reduce waterway pollution
and rainwater runoff, energy efficiency in
operations by using energy-efficient lighting
and climate control systems, and improving the
building’s overall energy efficiency by improving
the building envelope and insulation.

ezStorage, Chantilly VA

These structures can end up holding a wide
range of materials, from raw materials and
goods to personal possessions in a self-storage
facility. They may have no, some or full climate
control, depending on the need, and may have
higher security concerns based on what is
stored on the site and how much protection it
needs from would-be thieves and the weather.
Other points of interest for LEED certification
include neighborhood development, access to
public or alternative transportation, reduced
parking footprint, facilities for green vehicles
and bicycles, green power and carbon offsets,
renewable energy production and reduction of
light pollution and heat island effects.
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Multi-Family Midrise
As the only specialty standard on the residential
side of the LEED certification program, the multifamily midrise fits an interesting demographic.
These are structures that are between four
and eight stories in height above the grade. It’s
expected that as all LEED-certified residences
it will use safe building materials that meet the
needs of a wide range of age groups, will have
superior indoor air quality and will otherwise
keep its owners and tenants in good health,
helping them avoid sick-building syndrome.
Among the options that are focused on are
areas where energy usage can be lowered, such
as in a more efficient central HVAC system for
the structure, water conservation using waterlimiting fixtures in the structure and otherwise
meeting sustainability goals such as permeable
paving, living roofs, remediation of wildlife
habitat following construction and similar
credits. Accessibility to local transportation
options, use of low-VOC materials, heat island
reduction and non-toxic pest control also feed
into making these structures friendlier to the
residents and LEED certified.
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We’ve enjoyed this opportunity to bring
more information to you about the variety of
specialty programs available under the LEED
certification program. These sub-programs
provide exceptional flexibility to LEED’s
certification process while still remaining true
to the principles under which the standard was
developed and reducing the amount of legwork
required to common project types that have
special requirements. With the rapid changes
currently moving through the construction
sector, knowing the basics of these certification
standards allows you to stay competitive in the
market while also giving you the opportunity
to help preserve some of our planet’s limited
resources and our fragile environment.
Here at Wallboard Supply Company, we’ve
been proud to serve the four-state region’s
construction industry for over 45 years,
watching our industry and our customer’s needs
change. We’ve been happy to help our customers
by providing quality practical solutions, from
free quotes, online ordering and special order
services to our experienced sales staff and freeunload job site delivery service. If you have
questions or need green construction options
for an upcoming project, we’d love to have you
contact us at http://www.wallboardsupplyco.
com/contact-us to find our nearest location.
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If this publication has peaked your interest in
LEED Specialty Project Certification, we’ve
included additional resources you could find
helpful when researching what particular
standard rating to use for your project.
USGBC LEED General BD+C Certification Information
All resources in this section come from the USGBC’s LEED website:
LEED Building Design and Construction Reference Guide v4 Edition
www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-reference-guide-building-design-and-construction
LEED Certification Process
http://www.usgbc.org/certification
LEED Rating Overview
http://www.usgbc.org/leed#overview
Green building incentive strategies
www.usgbc.org/articles/good-know-green-building-incentive-strategies-0
Guide to LEED Certification: Commercial
www.usgbc.org/resources/guide-leed-certification-commerical
Foundations of LEED
www.usgbc.org/resources/foundations-leed
LEED v4 for Building Design and Construction Checklist
www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-v4-building-design-and-construction-checklist
LEED Addenda (Corrections + Interpretations)
www.usgbc.org/help-topic/addenda-(corrections-+-interpretations)
LEED Online: Register a project
www.usgbc.org/leedonline.new/
LEED Guides to Certification for all LEED standards
www.usgbc.org/cert-guide/
Rating System Selection Guidance
www.usgbc.org/resources/rating-system-selection-guidance
Addenda Database
www.usgbc.org/leed-interpretations
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USGBC LEED Specialty Project Certification Information
Overview of All LEED Program and Sub-Program Certifications
http://www.usgbc.org/discoverleed/certification/all/
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Retail
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/retail---new-construction/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Healthcare
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/healthcare/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Data Centers
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/data-centers---new-construction/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Hospitality
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/hospitality---new-construction/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Warehouse & Distribution Centers
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/warehouse-and-distribution-centers---new-construction/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Schools
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/schools---new-construction/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Core & Shell
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/core-and-shell/v4
LEED BD+C Credit Library: Multi-Family Mid-Rise
http://www.usgbc.org/credits/retail---new-construction/v4
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About
Wallboard Supply Company is a third generation,
family run business that has been serving New
England’s building needs since 1970. Bob Filion
started the company with a commitment to
provide quality sheetrock and finishing products
with unmatched customer service. Visit our
website to learn more:
http://www.wallboardsupplyco.com/
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